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a b s t r a c t

Background: A wide gulf remains between knowledge and clinical practice. Clinical decision support has
been demonstrated to be an effective knowledge tool that healthcare organizations can employ to deliver
the “right knowledge to the right people in the right form at the right time”. How to adopt various
clinical decision support (CDS) systems efficiently to facilitate evidence-based practice is one challenge
faced by knowledge translation research.
Method: A computer-aided knowledge translation method that mobilizes evidence-based decision
supports is proposed. The foundation of the method is a knowledge representation model that is able
to cover, coordinate and synergize various types of medical knowledge to achieve centralized and
effective knowledge management. Next, web-based knowledge-authoring and natural language proces-
sing based knowledge acquisition tools are designed to accelerate the transformation of the latest clinical
evidence into computerized knowledge content. Finally, a batch of fundamental services, such as data
acquisition and inference engine, are designed to actuate the acquired knowledge content. These services
can be used as building blocks for various evidence-based decision support applications.
Results: Based on the above method, a computer-aided knowledge translation platform was constructed
as a CDS infrastructure. Based on this platform, typical CDS applications were developed. A case study of
drug use check demonstrates that the CDS intervention delivered by the platform has produced
observable behavior changes (89.7% of alerted medical orders were revised by physicians).
Discussion: Computer-aided knowledge translation via a CDS infrastructure can be effective in facilitating
knowledge translation in clinical settings.

& 2015 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

1.1. The knowledge-practice chasm

Globally, healthcare organizations fail to use evidence optimally. In
1973, Wennberg and Gittelsohn published their landmark article
demonstrating substantial variation among different healthcare ser-
vice providers [1]. Forty years later, this situation has not changed. A
large gulf remains betweenwhat we know and what we practice. One
study in 2003 showed that only 54.9% of US patients received
evidence-based care [2]. Similar findings have been reported globally
in both developed and developing countries [3].

Several reasons have caused this knowledge-practice gap. First,
knowledge grows exponentially. It is estimated that each year 10,000

diseases, 3000 drugs, and 400,000 articles are added to the biomedical
domain [4], and every 19 years, the volume of the literature in the
biomedical domain is doubled [5]. This explosive knowledge growth
has inflicted a heavy cognitive load on clinicians. Second, medical
knowledge itself is evolving. Former conclusions can be overturned by
the latest evidence. According to a 2001 survey, 50% of guideline
knowledge becomes invalid in 5.8 years, and the validity period of 90%
guidelines is only 3.6 years [6]. The dynamic nature of knowledge
inflicts great pressure on physicians to respond to the latest clinical
evidence in a timely manner. Third, the knowledge translation course
is long. The course could take as long as 10 years for newly discovered
knowledge to enter textbooks [7], and it takes 10–17 years for new
knowledge to be transformed into routine practice [8].

1.2. Clinical decision support as a knowledge tool to facilitate
knowledge translation

To close the chasm between knowledge and practice, knowledge
translation (KT) in healthcare has beenwidely recognized and studied
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in the past decade. According to the Canadian Institutes of Health
Research (CIHR), KT has been defined as “a dynamic and iterative
process that includes the synthesis, dissemination, exchange and
ethically sound application of knowledge to provide more effective
health services and products and strengthen the healthcare system”

[9]. Because knowledge accumulates and evolves rapidly, KT is
constantly faced with the challenge of synthesizing the vast body of
highly dynamic knowledge content and utilizing it at the point of care
[10]. To meet this challenge, healthcare organizations need effective
knowledge management tools to organize and utilize the vast knowl-
edge content to maintain competitive performance in such a highly
dynamic environment [11]. CDS (clinical decision support) is such a
tool that a healthcare organization can employ to deliver the “right
knowledge to the right people in the right form at the right time”
[12]. Many studies [13–19] have demonstrated CDS's capability to
improve evidence-based practice and facilitate knowledge translation.

1.3. Needs of CDS mobilization infrastructure

Traditional CDS systems are developed as independent systems
by different vendors. They usually target a specific application (such
as diagnostic CDS [20], lab test surveillance and alerting [21,22], or
drug use checking [23]) and use private knowledge representation
and implementation methods. This has led to fragmented, disinte-
grated and inconsistent knowledge, therefore introducing complex-
ity in developing CDS front ends [24] and managing back-end
knowledge content [16]. Because of such heterogeneity, coordinated
knowledge content and unified knowledge management cannot be
easily achieved in healthcare organizations [25]. As an amendment
to traditional CDS systems, the 2000 AMIA symposium recom-
mended “maintainable technical and methodological foundations
for computer-based decision support” as a key factor for implement-
ing “evidence-based (i.e., based on timely and latest knowledge)”
CDS [26,27]. Therefore, the mission of this study is to design and
construct a mobilization infrastructure or foundation where compu-
terized clinical decision support is used as the major knowledge tool
that facilitates knowledge translation. The infrastructure should be
able to provide centralized knowledge management and efficient
knowledge acquisition such that the rapidly changing clinical
evidence can be quickly and effectively applied to computerized
decision support.

2. Methods

As mentioned above, a CDS infrastructure is a promising alter-
native to traditional CDS systems in facilitating knowledge transla-
tion (Fig. 1). The computer-aided knowledge translation process
enabled by computerized decision support tools can be summarized
as three procedures: 1. Knowledge representation. Before medical
knowledge can be used in various computerized decision support
systems, it needs to be represented in a computer-interpretable
format. Knowledge representation determines the knowledge base
schema and what types of computerized decision supports can be
provided. 2. Knowledge acquisition. Knowledge acquisition trans-
forms medical knowledge embedded in the literature and textbooks
into computer-interpretable formats determined by knowledge
representation formalisms. This procedure is usually performed by
knowledge engineers. 3. Knowledge application. Computer-inter-
pretable knowledge contents are applied in healthcare decision
making in the form of computerized decision support.

To support knowledge translation better, this paper aims to design
a CDS infrastructure that could benefit all of the above three
procedures. Implementation of such an infrastructure would entail
several distinctive characteristics compared with traditional CDS
systems. First, the infrastructure needs a general-purpose knowledge

representationmodel to cover, coordinate and synergize various types
of medical knowledge in computer-interpretable forms, which lays
the foundation for centralized knowledge management and subse-
quent knowledge dissemination via computerized decision support
services [28,29]. Second, the infrastructure should provide highly
efficient knowledge acquisition and authoring tools to reduce the
knowledge acquisition time and cost. Knowledge acquisition is a
time-consuming process and can take as much as 50% of the total
effort for building a CDS system [30]. Efficient and timely knowledge
acquisition ensures that the provided CDS intervention is based on
the latest clinical evidence. Third, the infrastructure should provide a
mechanism to transfer acquired knowledge contents to evidence-
based decision supports efficiently.

To fulfill the above requirements, this paper designs a computer-
aided knowledge translation framework as such a CDS infrastructure.
As shown in Fig. 2, the framework is composed of five components.
The first component is knowledge representation, which defines a
unified ontology to cover and coordinate multiple knowledge types.
The second component is knowledge acquisition, where knowledge
content is acquired and authored using computer-aided methods. The
third component is the knowledge base, which stores various types of
knowledge and their inter-relationships as defined by the unified
ontology. The fourth is a layer of knowledge-driven services such as
the inference engine, treatment recommendation, and context-aware
knowledge retrieval, which are used as fundamental service modules
by diverse CDS applications. The fifth is a layer of CDS applications that
interact with end users. The above framework covers the three
procedures (knowledge representation, knowledge acquisition and
knowledge application) of computer-aided knowledge translation.
The framework supports knowledge translation by the following
workflow (Fig. 2).

1. Design a knowledge representation model suited for knowledge
translation, and construct the corresponding knowledge base.
2. Knowledge content is continuously synthesized, curated and
maintained by an expert panel through a knowledge-authoring web
portal. 3. In addition to the aforementioned authoring web portal,
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computer-aided knowledge acquisition is enabled by technologies
such as NLP (natural language processing), which extracts structured
content from free text resources. 4. An integration engine [31] which
connects various information systems and routes messages between
them acts as an ideal clinical event source for the inference engine.
For example, when a new lab test report is generated in LIS
(laboratory information system), the integration engine will notify
the inference engine to start a reasoning process. 5. A CDR (clinical
data repository), which aggregates various clinical data through the
integration engine acts as a central data source. 6. A data acquisition
service retrieves both structured and free text data from CDR for
various CDS applications. 7. NLP tasks for specific types of clinical
documents can be defined to extract structured data from free text. 8.
Structured data provided by the data acquisition service are fed into
the inference engine as facts. 9. Drug use rules or diagnostic rules are
loaded into the inference engine to generate drug alerts or clinical
problems. 10. Care protocols associated with a detected clinical
problem are recommended as normalized interventions. 11. HL7
Infobutton based context-aware knowledge retrieval provides
human-readable knowledge for CDS interventions to improve user
acceptance. 12. An application store that manages registered
computer-aided tools pushes and executes hardcoded knowledge
applications under specific contexts by a plug-in technical framework
[32]. 13. The above services can be co-delivered in a specific sequence
to provide collaborative decision support. For example, the data
acquisition, inference engine and treatment recommendation services
can be orchestrated to implement the “patient data, diagnosis,
treatment” decision support process. 14. Various CDS applications
enabled by the above services interact with physicians to improve
decision making.

In the following manuscript, we will introduce each component
of the framework in detail and explain how they assist knowledge
translation through the above workflow.

2.1. Knowledge representation

As mentioned before, the heterogeneity of knowledge repre-
sentation in traditional CDS systems has limited their ability to
provide full-scale collaborative knowledge services. To address this
problem, we constructed a unified ontology that incorporates
various types of knowledge as well as their semantic relationships,

as shown in Fig. 3. The ontology contains the following knowledge
categories:

The diagnostic knowledge category defines diagnostic rules and
related concepts for clinical problems. Context items (e.g., systolic
blood pressure and diastolic blood pressure) that are classified into
several semantic groups (e.g., lab test, vital sign and symptom) are
used to define diagnostic rules (e.g., systolic blood pressur-
e4140 mmHg). An inference engine processes the rules to drive
diagnostic decision support.

The treatment knowledge category defines recommended care
protocols for clinical problems, such as standard order sets and
clinical pathways. Care protocols are designed by clinical experts
based on the latest evidence. In this ontology, the clinical pathway
is modeled as a multi-phase care plan, while a standard order set
is a single-phase care plan. Each phase of the care plan contains a
predefined order set such as nursing, diet, medication, lab test
request, and surgery request.

The pharmaceutical knowledge category defines various drug use
rules, such as dosage, frequency, administration route, solvent,
indication, contraindication, allergy, pregnancy class, DDI (drug–drug
interactions), and insurance policy, for medication-related decision
support. Other pharmaceutical resources, such as ADR (adverse drug
reactions) and DDD (defined daily doses) are also included.

The above three categories are formally represented knowl-
edge. However, there also exists much knowledge directly hard-
coded in various clinical applications where explicit knowledge is
not available. Traditionally, such hardcoded knowledge is always
excluded from knowledge management. In our approach, the
hardcoded knowledge embedded in various computer-aided tools
can also be managed and linked to other knowledge. In this way,
the hardcoded knowledge serves as a supplement to formally
represented knowledge. For example, a personalized drug dosing
tool can be linked to medication orders in a care protocol. When
the care protocol is applied, the tool will be invoked at the point of
care to fulfill personalized medication. The primary goal of
including hardcoded knowledge is to overcome the limitations of
the formal knowledge representation's scalability and capability
[33]. In this computer-aided knowledge translation framework,
these tools are managed by an application store service (refer to
“Section 2.4.5”) and are integrated into the clinical workflow by a
plug-in mechanism [32].
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Both formally represented knowledge and hardcoded knowl-
edge are “machine-doable knowledge”, which are based on
“human-readable knowledge”, such as clinical practice guidelines,
meta-analyses, systematic reviews, and randomized clinical trials.
Machine-doable knowledge is processable by computers and
makes knowledge application automatic, efficient and without
bias. The human-readable knowledge explains what happened in
black boxes and can effectively improve user acceptance [34].
Moreover, the adverse effect of inappropriately complied knowl-
edge could be suppressed if human-readable knowledge is avail-
able at point of care. Both machine-doable knowledge and human-
readable knowledge can be co-delivered to clinicians.

This ontology not only defines various knowledge types but
also the semantic relations between them. Three relations that
coordinate these knowledge types should be emphasized: 1. The
clinical problem acts as an intermediary between diagnostic
and treatment knowledge. When a clinical problem is detected
by a diagnostic rule, corresponding care protocols can be recom-
mended. 2. Hardcoded knowledge “supplements” formally repre-
sented knowledge. 3. Machine-doable knowledge “references”
human-readable knowledge. The above semantic relations link
different knowledge categories and provide synergetic knowledge
resources for various clinical applications.

In summary, the unified ontology defines what types of knowl-
edge are incorporated and managed. It determines the knowledge
base schema and lays the foundation for computer-aided knowl-
edge translation.

2.2. Knowledge acquisition

For reliable knowledge acquisition, the involvement of clinical
experts is required. In our collaborator hospital (DaYi hospital, 2600
beds, ShanXi Province, China), an expert panel was established under
the supervision of the hospital director. The expert panel currently
contains 35 clinicians, 6 pharmacists, and 1 medical insurance staff
member. The clinicians were selected from 35 clinical departments
(one for each department). They are responsible for maintaining
clinical problems, literature, order sets, and clinical pathways used in
each specialty. Pharmaceutical knowledge, such as drug use rules
and drug labels are maintained by the pharmacists. One medical

insurance staff member was also recruited for editing insurance
policies, such as required indications for specific drugs.

Two knowledge acquisition modes are provided to help experts
efficiently create and update knowledge content. The first is a
knowledge authoring web portal and the other is computer-aided
knowledge acquisition, which extracts computer-processable knowl-
edge from public resources by technologies such as Chinese language
oriented NLP.

The knowledge-authoring web portal is a knowledge acquisition
tool that acts as a bridge between humans and the knowledge base.
These tools usually provide structured data entry templates or forms
for experts to create computerized knowledge content. Fig. 4 shows the
knowledge-authoring web portal developed using ASP.Net MVC tech-
nology. The web portal is hosted on an intranet IIS server, and content
contributors can access the portal by web browser. The web portal
supports management of following knowledge types: clinical prob-
lems (Fig. 4A and B), care protocols (Fig. 4C), literature, pharmacy,
and hardcoded knowledge. Hardcoded knowledge includes external
computer-aided tools, such as dosing advisors and risk evaluators,
which can be registered to specific contexts in the clinical workflow.
For example, they can be registered to specific medical orders in a care
protocol, as shown in Fig. 4D. When physicians use the care protocol,
the corresponding tools will be automatically launched.

In addition to knowledge-authoring via the web portal, it is now a
trend to automatically extract knowledge from narrative resources
[35,36]. In this study, we designed an NLP system that depends on a
Chinese medical lexicon. The lexicon is maintained by the knowledge-
authoring web portal (Fig. 5). With the help of this NLP system, we
have extracted 39,324 drug-ADR associations from 3683 Chinese drug
fact sheets [37]. The details of this study are provided in Supplement-I.

2.3. Knowledge base

For constructing a knowledge base, this paper employed the Entity
Framework [38] to generate a knowledge base schema from an
ontology model. Entity Framework is Microsoft's implementation
of ORM (object relation mapping) [39] technology, which enables
mapping and conversion between an object-oriented model and a
relational database schema. We used the visual model editor provi-
ded by Entity Framework to construct the unified ontology. Then, the
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corresponding SQL server database schema was automatically gener-
ated from the ontology. We use this database as the persistent storage
for our knowledge base. The ontology model and database schema are
provided in Supplement-V.

Until now, through the above knowledge acquisition approaches,
27,960 clinical problems from ICD-10 (Chinese version), 463 standard
care protocols created according to clinical practice guidelines and
China MOH (Ministry of Health) clinical pathways [40], 5378 medical
articles from public resources such as China Guideline Clearinghouse,
1986 drugs from the hospital's pharmacy system, 490 DDIs (drug-drug
interactions) from related work [41], 161 drug DDDs (defined daily

doses) from WHO ATC/DDD Index, and 39,324 drug-ADR associations
from drug labels have been maintained in the knowledge base. In
addition, 11 computer-aided tools were collected and uploaded,
including dosing advisor, formulary support, risk evaluator, BMI (body
mass index) calculator, BSA (body surface area) calculator, and CrCl
(creatinine clearance) calculator.

2.4. Knowledge driven services

To apply the knowledge content in computerized decision support
efficiently, a “knowledge execution environment” is needed to actuate

Fig. 4. Knowledge-authoring web portal. The web portal supports creating various knowledge types, such as (A) clinical problems, (B) diagnostic rules, and (C) care
protocols. D is a dialog of computer-aided tools that can be registered to a specified medical order in the care protocol.
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the knowledge content in the knowledge base (Fig. 1). As different
knowledge types in the unified knowledge ontology use different
representation formulisms, such as the rule syntax used by diagnostic
rules and the multi-phase data structure used by care protocols, it is
necessary to provide corresponding reasoning techniques or proces-
sing methods [42]. As a consequence, the following services are
provided to actuate the knowledge content.

2.4.1. Data acquisition
In clinical settings, both structured data and narrative text exist.

A task-specific NLP framework was proposed to extract structured
data from narrative text (Fig. 6). The framework allows a user to
define specific NLP tasks for different data requirements. For each
NLP task, the user can subset the homegrown domain ontology to
form a task-specific lexicon composed of only task-relevant concepts
and relationships. The user can also specify a targeted document
type and NLP algorithms for the task. At runtime, the integration
engine acts as a task monitor and notifies the NLP system when a
clinical document or report was generated in the clinical setting.
Then the corresponding NLP task will extract structured concepts
and values to drive the subsequent services. A related case study
using this NLP framework is provided in Supplement-II.

2.4.2. Inference engine
A rule-based inference engine has been developed based on

ANTLR [43] (ANother Tool for Language Recognition). The engine
supports diagnostic rules, such as “If ([Glucose]47.0 || [OGTT120']
411.1) then [Diabetes]”. To help clinicians edit rules, a web-based GUI

rule editor (Fig. 4 B) is provided in the knowledge-authoring web
portal. In this specific implementation, the inference engine depends
on a shared domain ontology between external data providers, such
as CDR and NLP. This partly solves the difficulty of mapping external
clinical data to referenced variables in rule expression, which is a
common problem faced by existing rule engines [44]. The rule engine
is published as open source and can be found on the project home
page. Meanwhile, we are considering using Drools [45] as a more
promising rule engine for future requirements, which supports
features such as rule chaining, decision table, DSL (domain specific
language) extension and temporal reasoning.

2.4.3. Treatment recommendation
Care protocols, such as order set and clinical pathway, are

evidence-based therapeutic treatment plans. Collecting, organizing,
and distribution of these interventions are important for the mean-
ingful use of CDS [46]. Experts from different specialties can use the
knowledge-authoring web portal to define care protocols (Fig. 4C),
and associate them with corresponding clinical problems. Such
protocols can be recommended to physicians when specific clinical
problems are detected (Fig. 7G). The knowledge-authoring web portal
uses the same medical order dictionaries of EMRS, so the created care
protocols can generate native medical orders in CPOE (computerized
physician order entry) without term conversion.

2.4.4. Context-aware knowledge retrieval
For context-aware retrieval of human-readable literature, both

the local knowledge base and external knowledge sources are

Fig. 5. Editing concepts and relationships in the Chinese language lexicon. In the editing area, a concept was defined by its name, semantic type, coding, value type and
clinical significance. Each concept was allowed to be assigned with several terms, which could be synonyms, abbreviations, and frequent typos. A pop-up dialog box that
provided semantic relations defined in UMLS was used to construct relationships around this concept. The concepts and relationships also constitute a shared domain
ontology among different systems, such as the inference engine and data acquisition service.
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used. The local knowledge base contains 5378 articles uploaded
through the knowledge-authoring web portal, including 2352
drug labels and 2822 clinical practice guidelines collected from
the Internet, 126 MOH-published clinical pathways [40], and 78
drug adverse event reports from the SFDA (China State Food and
Drug Administration) [47]. Such local literature can be tagged to
machine-doable knowledge, e.g., diagnostic rules and drug use
rules. In addition, the integration of external reference sources is
supported, including both HL7 Infobutton standard [48] compliant
sources (such as BMJ Best Practices, MedlinePlus, UpToDate, Merck
Manual and Micromedex) and non-HL7 compliant knowledge
sources (such as Cochrane Reviews, FDA DailyMed, PubMed, China
Guideline Clearinghouse [49] and China Cochrane/Evidence Based
Medicine Center [50]). To handle various external knowledge
sources, an Infobutton manager was developed to translate an
Infobutton query into a resource-specific SOA or URL request. Until
now, 6 HL7 compliant sources and 22 non-HL7 compliant sources
have been integrated. We keep the integration of external knowl-
edge sources as an important feature of this platform because we
believe shareable and public knowledge bases will prevail in the
near future. The knowledge sources are managed through the
knowledge-authoring web portal (〈http://www.cktp.org:8006/
KnowledgeSource〉).

2.4.5. Application store
Legacy decision support systems and various third-party applica-

tions have become commonplace within the medical field as both
personal and professional tools [51]. Typical applications include
dosing advisor, formulary support and risk evaluator. These tools
assist physicians with decision making in daily activities. This platform

designed an application store service that allows users to upload,
manage and register (Fig. 4D) such tools through the knowledge-
authoring web portal. In runtime, the application store will push
corresponding tools to the specific context and execute them through
a plug-in mechanism [32].

2.5. Clinical decision support

The above knowledge driven services can be used as building
blocks for CDS applications. Based on these services, clinical decision
support applications (Fig. 7) have been developed to effectively
disseminate the knowledge content to influence healthcare decision
making. Two approaches are used to disseminate diverse formatted
knowledge to clinicians by computerized decision support:

The first one is the on-demand approach, in which users query or
trigger knowledge positively. All human-readable knowledge can be
disseminated in this way via context-aware knowledge retrieval (C
and D in Fig. 7) from both local and external knowledge sources.
Similarly, hardcoded knowledge in the form of computer-aided tools
can also be downloaded and triggered by the user via the application
store service that plays the role of “Apple App Store” or “Android App
Market” in EMRS. For example, E in Fig. 7 shows a micropump speed
calculator invoked by the user.

The other is a proactive approach in which data drives the
knowledge dissemination. The formally represented knowledge such
as diagnostic rules and drug use rules has the potential to be
implemented in this way. Notified by clinical events and newly
generated data, the inference engine fetches and executes related
rules from the knowledge base. Then the inference results are pushed
to users as alerts (A and B in Fig. 7) or clinical problems (F in Fig. 7).
Associated care protocols (G in Fig. 7) are also provided as actionable

Fig. 6. Task specific NLP framework. The user defines NLP tasks based on diverse CDS data requirements and enrolls new concepts to complement the homegrown domain
ontology. In each NLP task instance, targeted concepts will be extracted from specific documents and fed to CDS tasks.
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interventions that can be directly applied in the order entry work-
bench. One challenge for this approach is that much of the informa-
tion needed to actuate the rules is recorded in narrative text. The
aforementioned task-specific NLP framework (Fig. 6) was designed to
address this challenge. With this NLP framework, several free-text
driven CDS applications have been developed, such as extracting
medication and adverse events from clinical documents for ADE
(adverse drug event) detection and extracting fetal biometry mea-
surements (e.g., biparietal diameter and femur length) from preg-
nancy ultrasound reports (refer to Supplement-II).

3. System implementation and case study

3.1. System implementation

According to the above framework, we initiated a knowledge
translation platform (KTP) project in DaYi Hospital. KTP was
deployed in the hospital in September 2013. As seen from
Table 1, KTP has been extensively used through various CDS
applications in clinical settings. During the period from 2013/09/
01 to 2014/10/01, KTP processed 1,345,364 clinical events notified
by the integration engine, and retrieved 2,427,133 facts using the
data acquisition service. These events and acquired clinical data
were further used by the inference engine to drive diagnostic CDS,

drug use check CDS, and free-text driven CDS. Infobutton is
another frequently used CDS application.

Among the above KTP-based clinical decision support applica-
tions, some (e.g., drug use check) are able to produce observable
physician behavior changes, while others (e.g., Infobutton) help to
alter awareness, attitudes, and knowledge, but did not necessarily
influence behavior. Considering the variety of knowledge types
and decision supports covered by KTP, it is not easy to evaluate the
entire platform as a whole. However, we are able to do evaluation
by specific use cases. The system log shows that drug use check is
frequently used by clinicians and can be analyzed as a typical case
study of the platform.

3.2. Case study

The drug use check CDS provides alerts in two modes: asynchro-
nous notification (A in Fig. 7) and synchronous message (B in Fig. 7).
In the current phase, synchronous mode was implemented, and the
basic rules were supported, including dosage, administration route,
frequency and skin test. During the period from 2013/12/25 to 2014/
10/01, 9596 alerts were detected from 2,667,016 medical orders
(1,113,705 were medication orders) by the drug use check.

Among the 9596 alerts generated, we need to find out how
many medication orders were actually corrected. A corrected order
is a direct proof that a physician's behavior was influenced by the

Fig. 7. CDS applications in CPOE. (A) Notification area for clinical events, such as drug alert and ADT (admit, discharge, transfer); (B) drug alert message; (C) Infobutton for
drug; (D) retrieved drug label by Infobutton; (E) micropump speed calculator as a hardcoded knowledge application; (F) clinical problems generated by diagnostic CDS;
(G) recommended care protocols. This screen cut was produced by the Chinese CPOE system in DaYi hospital. English readers can refer to Supplement-VI for a more detailed
description.
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CDS intervention. To measure how many alerts were actually
corrected, we carried out a retrospective analysis that applied
the same rule set to the 2,667,016 medical orders. In this analysis,
if an alert was overridden by the physician and the corresponding
medication order was not modified, the same drug alert can still
be detected using the same rules. In the end, we found that 987
alerts remained. That means that 8609 (9596-987) alerts were
corrected by physicians. The 89.7% (8609/9596) acceptance rate
indicates that the CDS intervention provided by KTP significantly
influenced clinicians' behavior, i.e., led to the modification of
medical orders. Because these CDS interventions are backed by
drug rules that are constantly updated and curated by pharma-
cists, such intervention acts as an efficient knowledge tool that
delivers the latest maintained evidence. In this sense, KTP has
successfully assisted in translating evidence-based rules into
observable clinician behavior changes. This demonstrates the
capability of KTP in facilitating knowledge translation through
evidence-based decision support tools. The detailed report and
data set of this case study can be found in Supplement-IV.

4. Discussion

The primary contribution of this study is a computer-aided knowl-
edge translation framework that acts as a CDS mobilization infrastruc-
ture. The framework can also be extended to more hospitals and
scenarios. Many modules and knowledge assets in the framework can
be customized according to different local requirements. The following
are some examples: 1. The current inference engine can be replaced or
extended by other engines such as Drools. 2. Through a customizable
lexicon and algorithms, the NLP system (Fig. 6) is expected to handle
various situations, i.e., different domains or languages. A secondary
contribution is a scalable and extensible knowledge management
mechanism. With the knowledge-authoring tool, the knowledge con-
tent can be periodically updated to include the latest evidence and
tailored to local settings, which makes dependent decision support
flexible and adaptive. Through this mechanism, clinicians are both
authors and users of the knowledge content. They can form an
autonomous and collaborative community where knowledge content
is continuously improved by a “create, use, evaluate, revise” loop. A
third contribution is the integration andmanagement of the hardcoded
knowledge by the application store service. This enhances the reusa-
bility of legacy and external tools. By the knowledge-authoring web
portal, users can upload various computer-aided tools into the knowl-
edge base and register them for specific contexts. In this way, such
hardcoded knowledge is integrated into the clinical workflow and can
be invoked in a context-aware style. The inclusion of hardcoded
knowledge into the unified ontology also extended the knowledge
representation (KR) capability. As discussed in the article “Why we need

many knowledge representation formalisms” [42], different KRs serve
specific needs and inference methods, therefore enabling more power-
ful artificial intelligence. The inclusion of hardcoded knowledge fulfills
the necessity of the coexistence of various KR methods.

One point that readers should bear in mind is that technology
“assists” but will not “substitute” for humans [52]. The knowledge
translation platform provides evidence-based CDS in EMRS to assist
physicians in making better decisions. CDS interventions (such as
drug alerts) are informative, rather than mandatory. Moreover, the
platform supports the co-delivery of relevant human-readable litera-
ture with CDS interventions, so that users have more references for
consideration at the point of care. This also helps to prevent over-
reliance on the system.

There are several limitations to this study. First, a more systematic
evaluation methodology is needed for this knowledge translation
platform. One challenge in evaluation is that for certain scenarios it is
difficult to determine whether user altered their behavior solely
because of the provided CDS intervention. For example, after a new
clinical problem is detected, the physician may take action, such as
creating new medical orders or revising existing medical orders.
However, there is no straightforward means to measure to what
degree the actionwas influenced by CDS. To address this problem, we
are considering several evaluation approaches, such as an observa-
tional method [53] (i.e., when a CDS alert is fired, if such correspond-
ing behavioral changes are observed, knowledge translation is
regarded as successful), KPI (key performance indicator) comparisons,
and questionnaires. Second, in the current implementation of KTP,
lack of standardization can be an obstacle for sharing knowledge
content among different healthcare organizations. For example, the
referenced variables in diagnostic rules and the medical orders
defined in care protocols are based on the hospital's private terminol-
ogies. Although using institution-specific terminologies saves the
efforts of data mapping between KTP and external systems, it makes
the knowledge content difficult to be used and shared across different
hospitals. A viable solution may be using standard terminologies for
knowledge-authoring, and publishing the knowledge content as an
open resource. Each hospital can use a terminology service to map the
standardized knowledge content to their local terminologies.

In the end, readers should be aware that knowledge translation (KT)
is not merely a technical issue. The KTP proposed in this paper is not
intended to be an “all-around” solution. As mentioned in [54], KT is a
complex process that involves physicians' cognitive and behavioral
changes. It is influenced by various psychological, social, economic,
legislative and regulatory factors. Because KT is such a complicated and
broad subject, the topic covered by this study is just “the tip of the
iceberg”, and more research must be carried out in the future, such as
integrating more types of knowledge. In recent years, genomics
knowledge and high-throughput testing technology have gradually
been applied in clinical practice [55]. This type of knowledge is also

Table 1
Log data collected from the knowledge translation platform.

Log items Period Count Description

Inpatient visits 2013/09/01–
2014/10/01

27,179 Inpatient visits enrolled by the new EMRS that is supported by KTP

Clinical events notified by the
integration engine

2013/09/01–
014/10/01

1,345,364 Including 8 event types, such as lab test (trigger diagnostic CDS), medical order submission (trigger drug
check use), and clinical document (trigger free-text driven CDS), etc

Facts retrieved by the data
acquisition service

2013/09/01–
2014/10/01

2,427,133 Facts retrieved from clinical events by the data acquisition service

Clinical problems generated by
the inference engine

2013/09/01–
2014/10/01

1621 In this period, 20 diagnostic rules are defined

Drug alerts generated by the
inference engine

2013/12/25–
2014/10/01

9596 In this period, the basic rules such as dosage, administration route, frequency and skin test are supported

Infobutton queries 2013/09/01–
2014/10/01

23,883 User queries for drug labels and clinical practice guidelines through the Infobutton

nMore details on the usage data are provided in Supplement-III.
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faced with the urgent pressure for knowledge translation [56,57]. The
inclusion of such knowledge can further extend the capability of KTP in
guiding personalized diagnosis and drug use.

5. Conclusion

Translating knowledge into clinical practice has always been an
urgent need for healthcare organizations. In this paper, we report our
effort to design a computer-aided knowledge translation framework
that uses computerized decision support as a knowledge tool to
improve evidence-based practice. This report describes a pioneer
study in China, and we hope it can promote and inspire related
research in more hospitals.
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